Baeten, Bergstra, and Klop (and later Caucal) have proved the remarkable result that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for irredundant context-free grammars. In this paper we provide a much simpler and much more direct proof of this result using a tableau decision method involving goal-directed rules. The decision procedure also provides the essential part of the bisimulation relation between two processes which underlies their equivalence. We also show how to obtain a sound and complete sequent-based equational theory for such processes from the tableau system and how one can extract what Caucal calls a fundamental relation from a successful tableau.
Introduction
In 1] (and 2]) Baeten, Bergstra, and Klop prove the remarkable result that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for irredundant context-free grammars (without the empty production). Within process calculus theory these grammars correspond to normed processes de ned by a nite family of guarded recursion equations in the signature of BPA (Basic Process Algebra) 4]. These processes can have in nitely many states (even after quotienting by bisimulation equivalence). Consequently the process calculus approach (as exempli ed in 27]) encompasses a much r i c her class of in nite-state systems that are open to automatic techniques normally associated with nite state systems than all those approaches based on trace, or language, equivalence. Recently, Huynh and Tian 22] h a ve s h o wn that failures and readiness equivalences are undecidable for this class of processes and Groote and the rst author 17] have p r o ved that in fact all known equivalences other than bisimulation are undecidable here, thus suggesting a new criterion for distinguishing between the computational qualities of behavioural equivalences.
However, the proof of decidability in 1, 2] is not easy as it relies on isolating a possibly complex periodicity from the transition graphs of these processes. An alternative, more elegant, proof utilizing rewrite techniques is presented by Caucal 7] a simpli ed version of this proof is due to Groote 16] . The idea is to show that the maximal bisimulation on a transition graph is given as the least congruence of a canonical and strongly normalizing Thue system and that there are only nitely many candidates for such a system. However, the decision procedure consists of a linear search for the desired Thue system. Neither of the proofs re ects how one intuitively would show that two processes are bisimilar.
In this paper we rst present a simpler and much more direct proof of the decidability result using a tableau decision method. The tableau method attempts to construct a tableau, a proof tree constructed in a goal-directed fashion. One starts with a goal equation E = F which is then broken down into subgoal equations by applying tableau proof rules. The tableau construction ends along some tree branch whenever certain termination criteria apply. Termination can beeither successful or unsuccessful. In case of successful termination along all branches, the tableau is said to be successful. An important result is that the root equation E = F is true if and only if one can construct a successful tableau starting from it. Another important result is that the tableau construction always terminates and that there are only nitely many possible tableaux for any given root equation. It is the conjunction of these two results that ensures decidability: a decision procedure now consists in constructing all the nitely many tableaux and determining whether one of them is successful.
Our tableau method is closely related to the branching algorithms introduced by Korenjak and Hopcroft for the study of equivalence problems in language theory 24] . Indeed, the decision procedure for the equivalence of simple grammars 24] may be seen as a special case of our method. The tableau method is also related to the tableau methods used by the second author in the di erent context of local model checking nite and in nite state transition systems 30, 5 ] . The decision procedure yields an upper bound on the depth of a tableau. Moreover, it provides the essential part of the bisimulation relation between two processes which underlies their equivalence, a self-bisimulation in the sense of 7] .
An important b y-product of the tableau system is a sound and complete sequent-based equational theory for normed BPA processes the theory emanates from`running the tableau method backwards'. This result extends Milner's axiomatization of regular processes 26] to the class of`context-free' processes. At the same time it o ers an alternative method for designing equational theories which does not depend on appealing to normal forms.
Since the rst version of the present paper appeared, there have beena numberof important results on the decidability o f behavioural equivalences for processes with in nite transition graphs. We return to these results in the last section of our paper.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Preliminaries are dealt with in Section 2. In Section 3 we p r e s e n t the tableau decision method and give a n upper bound on the depth of a tableau. Section 4 gives a sound and complete equational theory for these normed context-free processes that follows from the tableau system and nally, in Section 5 we show how to extract what Caucal calls a fundamental relation from a successful tableau.
Preliminaries

Normed recursive BPA processes
We consider the class of guarded recursive normed BPA (Basic Process Algebra) processes (see e.g. 2, 4]). BPA process expressions are given by the abstract syntax E ::= a j X j E 1 + E 2 j E 1 E 2
Here a ranges over a set of atomic actions, and X over a set of variables. The operator + is nondeterministic choice while E 1 E 2 is the sequential com-position of E 1 and E 2 . A process is de ned by a nite system of recursive process equations = fX i def = E i j 1 i kg where the X i are distinct, and the E i are guarded BPA expressions with free variables in V a r = fX 1 : : : X m g. Guarded expressions are de ned as follows: a is always guarded. The sum E 1 + E 2 is guarded, whenever E 1 and E 2 are. The sequential composition E 1 E 2 is guarded, whenever E 1 is. Intuitively, a process expression is guarded if every variable occurrence is only accessible after an atomic action has been performed.
In the sequel we let X Y : : : range over variables in V a r and : : : over nite length sequences of variables.
Given a system of process equations we de ne its transition behaviour by the rules given below. Note that is not a BPA expression according to our grammar occurs as a con guration in the operational semantics to describe the end result of performing an atomic action. Further, we shall de ne to be the neutral element w.r.t. sequential composition. In other words, F is just F. By the transition rules above X generates the transition system in Figure 1 . 2
Because of the normedness restriction, this class of processes does not include the regular processes (such as X def = aX). Nevertheless, it is a very rich class of processes and as illustrated in Figure 1 , it contains processes that can have in nitely many states even after quotienting by bisimulation equivalence.
The language L(X i ) accepted by a v ariable X i is the set fwjX i w ! g. For instance, in Example 1 above L(Y ) = fcg whereas L(X) = fb n ac n j n 0g.
(According to basic formal language theory, b n ac n is a string consisting of n occurrences of b followed by an a and n occurrences of c.)
When the variables of two families and 0 are disjoint, the system of process equations 0 also de nes a set of normed processes in normal form. Consequently in general the question of whether L(X) = L(Y ) when X Y are variables in a system of BPA process equations is undecidable since this is just a reformulation of the usual equivalence problem for contextfree grammars 19].
Bisimulation equivalence
Within process calculus theory a variety of equivalences have been proposed in order to capture when two processes may be said to exhibit the same behaviour. bAAg. We h a ve that X simA the reader may w ant t o v erify that the relation f(X n A n ) j n 0g f (Y X n+1 C A n ) j n 0g is a bisimulation (where X n here denotes n successive Xs, X 2 V ).
2
The following proposition, originally due to Caucal 8] , is essential, providing us with a w ay of removing su xes of bisimilar BPA expressions. . This normal form is called 3-GNF (3-Greibach Normal Form) by analogy with context-free grammars (without the empty production). There is an obvious correspondence between variables and non-terminals and actions and terminals, and each equation X i def = P n i j=1 a ij ij can beviewed as the family of productions fX i ! a ij ij j 1 j n i g. Normedness corresponds to irredundancy in the grammar. Conversely, any context-free language (without the empty string) is generated by such a grammar (where some variable is designated as the start symbol).
An important advantage of using GNF is that the states in the transition graph for a process given in this way are elements of V a r . Moreover, the restriction to variable sequences of length at most 2 guarantees limited growth of these sequences under single transitions. When applying a de ning equation to the leftmost variable in a string the length of the derivative increases by at most 1: Proposition 2 Suppose is in 3-GNF. Then, for any 2 V a r , whenever , the result follows.
2
Any normed system of process equations has a variable whose norm is maximal. We shall denote this norm by m . With this in mind, there is a simple relationship between lengths and norms for variable sequences, which will be useful later on.
Proposition 3 Let be a normed system of guarded BPA equations. Let m be the maximal norm of any variable in . For 2 V a r length( ) j j and j j m length( ).
Proof: As any variable in has norm at least 1, the norm of must be at least the length of . Moreover, as any variable in contributes at most m to the total norm, the total norm can beat most m times the length of . 2 
Self-bisimulations
For nite-state processes a naive decision procedure for the bisimulation problem p simq consists in enumerating all binary relations over the state space and determining if there is a relation among them which is a bisimulation containing (p q). But since in general bisimulations over normed BPA processes may be in nite | for instance, the least non-empty b i s i m ulation over pairs of processes in the transition graph of Example 1 is the identity relation | a decision procedure for the bisimulation problem for normed BPA cannot rely on this.
The tableau procedure presented in this paper proceeds by comparing strings of BPA v ariables and simplifying them according to a simple strategy that may involve the substitution of subexpressions from elsewhere in the tableau. Thus, we cannot expect the pairs of expressions that we encounter to constitute a bisimulation. We can, however, obtain a`bisimulation up to simpli cation, concatenation and substitution of subexpressions' from the tableau. From formal language theory we know that two strings are equal up to simpli cation, concatenation and substitution under some relation R if they are contained in the least congruence containing R.
So we are dealing with a notion of`bisimulation up to least congruence' and it turns out that this notion of`bisimulation up to' su ces. As we only consider strings of BPA v ariables, we shall only need to consider`bisimulation up to sequential congruence' and do not need to involve the nondeterministic choice operator at all. Such relations, introduced by Didier Caucal in 8] (originally published as 7]), are commonly referred to as self-bisimulations. Whenever sim , our tableau system will construct a nite self-bisimulation, a relation R V a r V a r whose closure under congruence w.r.t. sequential composition is a bisimulation containing ( ).
De nition 3 For any binary relation R on V a r , ! R is the least precon- The following lemma, due to Caucal, shows that a self-bisimulation is a witness for bisimilarity.
Lemma 1 Step, assuming for k > 1: Then there is a s. 
2
Corollary 1 sim i there is a self-bisimulation R such that R .
Proof: Clearly, since sim is a congruence it is also a self-bisimulation. Conversely, by the above lemma, if R is a self-bisimulation then ! R is a bisimulation.
9 3 The tableau decision method
The bisimulation checker for normed BPA w e n o w present i s a tableau system, a goal-directed proof system. The proof technique is similar to the algorithm used in 24] to show that language equivalence is decidable for simple grammars. See 15] for a further reference to this particular technique, known as branching algorithms in formal language theory.
The tableau method constructs a tableau, a proof tree constructed in a goal-directed fashion. The tableau construction starts with a goal equation E = F which is then broken down into subgoal equations by applying tableau proof rules, and this same procedure is then applied to the subgoals in a recursive fashion. The tableau construction ends along some tree branch whenever certain termination criteria apply.
We assume a xed system of normed BPA process equations in 3-GNF,
j=1 a ij ij j 1 i mg where m is the maximal norm of any variable. We determine whether X simY (assuming of course that all occurring variables are de ned in ) by constructing a tableau using the proof rules presented in Table 1 .
A tableau for X = Y is a nite tree where all nodes are labelled with equations.
The root is labelled X = Y and the equations labelling the immediate successors of a n o d e are determined by an application of one of the rules. A leaf of a tableau is a node which has no children. A tableau is maximal in the sense that every leaf is a terminal node as de ned below. The tableau rules are not applied to terminal nodes.
The rules are built around equations E = F (where could bethe empty sequence of variables). Each rule has the form E = F E 1 1 = F 1 1 E n n = F n n (possibly with side conditions). The premise of a rule represents the goal to beachieved (that E simF ) while the consequents are the subgoals. The rules are only applied to nodes that are not terminal. Terminal nodes are either successful or unsuccessful.
De nition 5 A tableau node is called a n unsuccessful terminal if it has one of the forms 
Constructing subtableaux
A tableau consists o f a n umberof eliminating subtableaux constructed using the rules REC, SUM, a n d PREFIX of Table 1 De nition 6 A basic step for X = Y consists of an application of REC followed by at most one application of SUM followed by an application of PREFIX to each of its consequents (assuming that no node encountered is an unsuccessful terminal). A basic node is any node of the form In the case that jXj jY j each leaf of an eliminating subtableau for X = Y is either a residual = , a s X has been eliminated, or i = i where i and i need not beempty. Since the numberof iterations of basic steps is jXj there must be at least one residual and and must persist as su xes throughout the subtableau. For any such subtableau we pick one residual node and call it the residual. If instead jY j < jXj similar remarks apply.
The next step is to apply one of the SUB rules of Table 1 to each leaf other than residuals of an eliminating subtableau. If the residual is = we apply SUBL, and if it is = we apply SUBR. So assume jXj jY j then for each leaf i = i which is not a residual we obtain Proof: Since sim is a congruence, a substitution yields i sim i and by Proposition 1 we get i = . The proof for the other half is entirely similar.
2
From the above proof we see that the SUB rules should be thought of as two-step rules consisting of a substitution using the residual followed by a reduction of the length of the expressions involved according to Proposition 1. For any application of SUB we have the following bounds on the sizes of the equations involved. Proof: In an eliminating subtableau, we always choose to eliminate the variable with the least norm. Consequently the norm must decrease along any transition sequence leading to a residual. This gives us 1. We assume that our systems of guarded BPA equations are in 3-GNF. So any basic step will at most increase the length of the variable sequences in the equations by 1. As an eliminating subtableau has depth min(jXj jY j) the sequences i , i and can each have length at most min(jXj jY j). Proposition 2 then gives us 2. Notice that the boundobtained here is completely independent of length( ) and length( ). 2
We can now de ne successful termination.
De nition 8 A residual or a consequent of an application of a SUB rule is a successful terminal if it has one of the forms 1. = where there is a subtableau root above it also labelled = .
2. = It should be obvious that a node obeying termination condition 2 in the above relates bisimilar processes. It turns out that this is also true of termination condition 1 in the context of a successful tableau.
When a consequent o f SUB or the residual is not a terminal node we b u i l d a new eliminating subtableau with it as root as described above, and continue in this fashion. Therefore, a tableau is de ned as successions of eliminating subtableaux as sketched in Figure 4 .
De nition 9 A successful tableau is a tableau all of whose leaves are successful terminals. If at any point in the construction of an eliminating subtableau we reach an unsuccessful terminal then the resulting tableau is unsuccessful. Theorem 1 Every tableau for X = Y is nite.
Proof: If a tableau were in nite then it would have an in nite path. By de nition such a path could not contain either successful or unsuccessful terminals. By Proposition 6(2) such a path can not pass through in nitely many nodes which are consequents of a SUB rule, as there are only nitely many di erent equations whose components have norm 3m + 1 (by Proposition 3) the path would then contain some successful terminal in nitely often. Otherwise the path must almost always pass through a residual but this also is impossible as the norm of a residual is strictly less than one directly above i t b y Proposition 6(1) and as the norms of the residuals are uniformly boundedby max(j j j j). 2
We can give a complexity boundon the tableau method in terms of the longest possible path in any tableau for X = Y . We measure the length of a path in terms of the total number of basic steps, since this gives a measure of the numberof transition matches that we need to consider. Corollary 2 There are only nitely many tableaux for any X = Y .
Proof: This follows from the above theorem and the fact that the branching at any basic step in any tableau is uniformly bounded by the maximal number of SUM consequents. This is bounded by 2B where B = m a x fm j 9 X i 2 V a r : X i def = P m j=1 a ij ij g. Corollary 3 For any normed system of BPA equations in GNF and 2 V a r it is decidable whether sim .
Proof: A decision procedure goes as follows: Enumerate all the nitely many tableaux for = (this is possible by Corollary 2). By Theorem 3 sim i we nd a successful tableau. 2 
An equational theory
Besides yielding a straightforward decision procedure, the tableau technique can also be used to build a (weakly) sound and complete sequent-based equational theory for bisimulation equivalence of normed BPA processes given in 3-GNF. For all that is required is a family of sound rules that permit one to derive the roots of successful tableaux. The equational theory is somewhat non-standard in the arena of process algebras. As it depends on assumptions, it is di erent i n s t yle both from Milner's elegant equational theory for regular processes with an explicit xed point operator 26] and the version in 4] without .
Since the theory is based on the tableau system from the previous section, we restrict our attention to normed systems of process equations in 3-GNF. Let be such a system. The proof system appeals to assumptions of the form X = Y . The basic sequent of the system has the form ;` E = F where ; is a set of assumptions and E Frange over BPA expressions. A sequent is interpreted as follows:
De nition 10 We write ; j = E = F when it is the case that if the relation f(X Y ) j X = Y 2 ;g f (X i E i ) j X i def = E i 2 g is part of a bisimulation then E simF.
Thus, the special case j = E = F states that E simF (relative to the system of process equations ).
The proof system is given in Table 2 . Equivalence and congruence rules are R1-5. The rules R6-10 correspond to the BPA laws of 4]. R11 and R12 deal with recursion and have been dictated by the tableau method. R11 is an assumption introduction rule, justi ed by the interpretation of sequents described above. R12 is an assumption elimination or discharge rule, which at the same time is a version of xed point induction. Notice that the rule is contextual in character, involving the BPA c o n texts ] and ] where ] is a`hole'.
De nition 11 A proof of ;` E = F is a nite proof tree with the root labelled by ;` E = F, with leaves that are instances of the axioms R1,R6-10 or R11 and such that the parent of a set of nodes is determined by an In our proof that the equational theory is weakly sound and complete it turns out to be easiest to prove that it is in fact strongly sound. We need to appeal to the standard characterization of the maximal strong bisimulation as a limit:
De nition 12 For any transition graph T=(Pr,Act,!)de ne the family of binary relations f sim n g ! n=0 over P r inductively as follows. we know that X 6 sim n Y for some n.
Observe that if we ignore the hypotheses, then the rules preserve sim n and all formulae that are instances of axioms other than R11 are true for all sim n . For instance, for R12 we have that if E sim n F then X sim n Y because X def = E 2 and Y def = F 2 . Similarly, for R3 we have that E sim n F and F sim n G imply that E sim n G. Now signi cantly, in the case of R5 we can strengthen this to say that E 1 sim n F 1 and E 2 sim n;1 F 2 imply that E 1 E 2 sim n F 1 F 2 (when jE 1 j > 0.) Now consider the proof tree for ;` X = Y . Since X 6 sim n Y , b y the above observations, there is a path to some leaf in the proof tree such that for every node ; i` i = i along we have i 6 sim k i i for some k i .
For each i choose k i such that it is the least numberwith this property.
What could the leaf of the path look like ? It cannot bean assumption in ;, since ; is part of a bisimulation. Nor can it bean identity. The only other possibility is that the leaf at the end of the path is an instance of 
2
The completeness proof depends on simulating the tableau construction using the proof rules. The thinning rule usually found in sequent-based proof systems is a derived rule in ours. )` E is a node in an eliminating subtableau, it follows from the remarks at the end of the proof of Lemma 4 and Lemma 2. Since Basic T (X = Y ) = , the result follows.
5 Extracting fundamental relations
In Section 3 we have seen that the tableau system presented generates a self-bisimulation in case of successful termination. In this section we show another relationship with the work of Caucal 8] in that we g i v e a n auxiliary tableau system for extracting a fundamental relation R from a successful From the rst condition above it is immediately seen that fundamental relations are nite and from the third condition one sees that there are nitely many fundamental relations for any normed BPA process (since there are only nitely many elements of V a r with any g i v en norm). Seen as a rewrite relation, if R is fundamental then it is also canonical, i.e. con uent and well-founded (this follows from the functionality of R and the niteness of Dom(R)), and thus its least congruence is decidable.
One can think of the least congruence ! R of a relation R as the set of equations provable within equational logic (with added congruence rules) using R as axioms. Thus, we can we view a fundamental relation with the above property as constituting a`local axiomatization' of sim, relative t o and the root equation X = Y .
Throughout the following we shall assume the existence of a successful tableau T for X = Y .
The fundamental observation is that for the eliminating subtableau for X = Y we must, when = is the residual, have Y simX and thus by Proposition 1 Y simX assume now w l o g t h a t X and Y are not the same variable. Since jY j = jX j we know that Y does not occur in X , so (Y X ) is a fundamental relation. Clearly, if we let R = f( ) (Y X )g we have X ! R Y . The auxiliary tableau system now gradually modi es and extends R until it becomes a fundamental relation with this property. While doing this we may need to introduce new goals.
The auxiliary tableau system is built around sequents of the form R`T ; where R is a nite subset of V a r V a r + and ; is a nite set of equations over V a r . Since the relations R constructed are all fundamental (by Proposition 9 below), they are all con uent and strongly normalizing, so for any its unique normal form # R is known to exist.
At all times during the auxiliary tableau construction we rewrite as much of ; as much as possible using R. We m a y then need to introduce new goals or extend R. If an equation X = Y has the residual = but R f (Y X )g is not fundamental even though Y 6 2 Dom(R) because some variable Z 2 Dom(R) occurs in X . We must rewrite X and can then add (Y (X ) # R) t o R. This is the b a s i s o f t h e rule UPDATE.
The rule REWRITE tells us that we m ust rewrite using R whenever possible. And nally there are the rules CONGL and CONGR whose purpose is to remove i d e n tical heads and tails from equations. CONGR is strictly speaking not necessary but has beenincluded for reasons of symmetry.
The rules have the following priority: CONGL must always be used whenever possible to remove identical leftmost variables. Next in priority is REWRITE. Finally, the other rules have equal priority. Thus we see that REWRITE will only be used between updatings of R, as desired.
The rules in Table 3 are sound w.r.t. sim. De nition 16 An auxiliary tableau for R`T ; is a maximal sequence of sequents R 0`T ; 0 R 1`T ; 1 : : : R n;1`T ; n;1 R n`T ; n where R`T ; = R 0`T ; 0 and for all i 0 R i+1`T ; i+1 is the consequent of using a rule in Table 3 Step: The auxiliary tableau is now R 0`T ; 0 R 1`T ; 1 : : : R n`T ; n and R 1`T ; 1 : : : R n`T ; n is an auxiliary tableau for R 1`T ; 1 , so for every equation 
Conclusions and perspectives
In this paper we h a ve g i v en an alternative a n d m uch simpler proof of the decidability of bisimulation equivalence for normed BPA processes, rst proved by Baeten, Bergstra and Klop 1, 2] and later by C a u c a l 7 , 8 ] . Our decidability proof uses a tableau system closely related to the branching algorithms employed in the study of equivalence problems in language theory 24, 15] . If a successful tableau for an equation = exists, the tableau provides us with a nite witness for a bisimulation containing ( ), a self-bisimulation in the sense of 7, 8] . The tableau method allows us to extract a sound and complete sequent-based equational theory for bisimilarity o ver normed BPA processes in 3-GNF. Finally, we have shown how to extract a fundamental relation R (as in the work of 8]) from a successful tableau for = such that ! R . Since the rst appearance of this paper, there have been a number of important developments. The present paper only considers the normed case. In 14], it is shown that bisimulation equivalence is indeed decidable for all of BPA. The decidability proof relies on showing that the maximal bisimulation of any BPA transition graph is generated by a nite self-bisimulation the decision algorithm consists of two semi-decision procedures: one searches for such a self-bisimulation, the other tries to nd a bisimulation error. The method does not yield an equational theory, nor does it give u s any clues as to the complexity o f the bisimulation problem.
A rst complexity analysis of the bisimulation problem was given in 23] by Huynh and Tian who showed that the complexity of the bisimilarity problem for normed BPA is in p 2 in the polynomial-time hierarchy. Later, Hirshfeld, Jerrum and Moller showed that the bisimulation problem for normed BPA i s i n f a c t i n P 18]. Burkart, Caucal and Ste en have since shown that the bisimulation problem is elementary in the general case 6].
Recently, attention has beenfocused on the process calculus BPP where a non-communicating parallel (full merge) operator takes the place of sequencing. Christensen, Hirshfeld and Moller have proved 13, 12] that bisimulation equivalence by using a tableau technique similar to the one in this paper. Again, a by-product of the decision procedure is a sound and complete sequent-style equational theory for bisimilarity. The rst author has shown 21] that all other known equivalences are undecidable for BPP bisimulation equivalence thus seems to have a very special status as far as decidability is concerned. However, even when a slight extension of BPP is considered, namely that of restriction, bisimilarity also becomes undecidable 11]. An interesting question is what happens if instead BPP and BPA are combined. The resulting calculus is similar to the PA calculus considered in e.g. 4] . A partial answer to this question can be found in 10] where it is shown that bisimulation equivalence is decidable for processes in the union of normed BPP and normed BPA. Another, related result is found in 25] in which Ku cera shows that bisimilarity is decidable for parallel compositions of normed BPA processes.
In Section 2.3 we noted the correspondence between BPA and contextfree grammars. There is a well-known and fundamental correspondence between context-free grammars and pushdown automata as regards language de nability but this breaks down when one considers the transition graphs under the notion of bisimulation equivalence. In 9], Caucal and Monfort show that pushdown automata are more expressive than BPA in the sense that there exist pushdown automata whose transition graphs are not bisimilar to any BPA transition graph. The question of whether bisimilarity is decidable for general pushdown automata is nontrivial it remains open at the time of writing. However, the second author has recently shown that bisimilarity is decidable for normed pushdown automata 29]. The proof of this uses a tableau technique to establish semi-decidability of bisimulation equivalence in conjunction with the well-known result that non-bisimilarity is semi-decidable.
Weak versions of behavioural equivalences arise when unobservable actions are considered. As the strong behavioural equivalences are special cases of their weak counterparts, it is clear by the results of 17] that all weak equivalences other than bisimilarity are undecidable for normed BPA with unobservable actions. There exist a n umberofweak versions of bisimilarity. In 20] . . .a n n = a n n PREFIX n = n 
